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Foreword
The 800 MHz band is an extremely valuable, and in some respects unique,
asset for the Swedish electronic communications market. The frequency band
has very good propagation characteristics as well as very good preconditions
for high rate services.
PTS assigned six licences in the 800 MHz band through an auction via the
Internet. The auction ended on 4 March 2011 after five days of bidding.
Reception for terrestrial television that lies in the frequency band below the
800 MHz band will be affected when the 800 MHz band is used. The licences
have consequently been issued subject to a requirement that licence holders
may not cause interference to television reception. Requirements have also
been imposed requiring licence holders in the band to cooperate with each
other so that they can take appropriate measures in order to remedy any
interference that may arise.
This report describes the effects of the assignment in respect of terrestrial
television interference and what has happened since the assignment in March
2011. Among other things the Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (PTS) has
taken ten or so measurements.
Urban Landmark
Head of Department
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Sammanfattning (Swedish Abstract)
PTS har sedan september 2011 kontaktats vid 33 tillfällen av konsumenter och
tv-installatörer på grund av upplevd störning på mottagning av marksänd tv.
Störningarna har delvis berott på utbyggnaden i 800 MHz-bandet.
PTS är såväl tillstånds- som tillsynsmyndighet. Tillståndshavarna ansvarar
således inför PTS för att uppfylla sina tillståndsvillkor. Myndigheten har under
det senaste året bedrivit tillsyn mot tillståndshavarna.
Tillståndshavarna har tagit emot hundratalet anmälningar under januari-mars
2012.
PTS har genomfört ett tiotal mätningar för att dels skapa sig en bild över
orsakerna till anmälningar från allmänheten på tv-mottagningen och dels skaffa
sig underlag i det fortsatta tillsynsarbetet av tillståndsvillkoren. Myndigheten
har inte kunnat konstatera att tv-störning har förekommit orsakat av 800 MHzsändarna enligt definitionen i 800 MHz-tillståndsvillkoren. Vissa störningar har
berott på brister i den egna anläggningen för tv-mottagning.
Av de som kontaktat PTS anser flertalet att informationen har generellt varit
bristfällig samt att det har varit svårt att få hjälp.
Myndigheten kommer fortlöpande genomföra tillsynsarbete kring utbyggnaden
av 800 MHz-bandet med avseende på påverkan på marksänd tv.
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Abstract
The Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (PTS) has been contacted by
consumers and television installation engineers on 33 occasions since
September 2011 owing to perceived interference to terrestrial television
reception. This interference has partly resulted from the rollout in the
800 MHz band.
PTS is both the licence and supervisory authority. The licence holders are thus
responsible for satisfying PTS of compliance with their licence conditions.
Over the past year the Authority has conducted supervision work in relation to
the licence holders.
The licence holders received hundreds of report notifications during the period
January to March 2012.
PTS has taken ten or so measurements in order to first establish a profile of
the reasons for the report notifications from the public relating to television
reception, and second acquire an information base for future supervision work
relating to the licence conditions. The authority was unable to establish that
there has been television interference caused by the 800 MHz transmitters as
defined in the 800 MHz licence conditions. Some of the interference was due
to inadequacies in their own television reception equipment.
Most of those who contacted PTS considered that they had generally received
inadequate information and also that it was difficult to get help.
The authority will continue to conduct supervision work relating to the rollout
of the 800 MHz band with respect to its impact on terrestrial television.
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1

Background

The 800 MHz band is an extremely valuable, and in some respects unique,
asset for the Swedish electronic communications market. The frequency band
has very good propagation characteristics as well as very good preconditions
for high rate services. The ambition of PTS was to make the 800 MHz band
accessible to the market at the earliest possible date.
It is of great importance that the band is used in a way that creates the
maximum benefit for consumers. PTS therefore assigned the licences
according to the following principles:
• Conditions for use are as technology and service neutral as possible.
This enables licence holders to choose the technology that they wish to
roll out and the services that they want to offer.
• Individual consumers gain access to wireless communication services
over as large a geographical area as possible. Licences are consequently
national.
• It was possible for new and existing stakeholders to take part in the
auction in order to get a licence. PTS wants to ensure that there will be
at least three and up to six unrelated licence holders within the
800 MHz band and that no stakeholder is granted a dominant share of
the frequency band. A ‘spectrum cap’ applied at the auction (a
stakeholder could purchase no more than 2 x 10 MHz) in order to
promote competition and the efficient use of frequencies.
• When assessing consumer benefit, it is of particular importance that the
800 MHz band has propagation characteristics that make it suitable to
achieve coverage for electronic communications services in sparsely
populated areas. It is stated in the Government’s report Bredbandsstrategi
för Sverige [Broadband Strategy for Sweden]1 that increased access to
broadband shall be achieved by means of, among other things,
frequency assignment. One of the licences in the 800 MHz band is
therefore subject to conditions on coverage and roll out.
•

1

Reception for terrestrial television that lies in the frequency band below
the 800 MHz band may be affected when the 800 MHz band is used.
Licences have thus been issued subject to a requirement that licence

Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications report N2009/8317/ITP
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holders may not cause interference to television reception.
Requirements have also been imposed requiring licence holders in the
band to cooperate with each other so that they can take appropriate
measures in order to remedy any interference that may arise.
Licences are subject to the above-mentioned conditions. The coverage
requirement and protection of terrestrial television reception are conditions
unique to the 800 MHz band. These conditions require planning and follow-up
in the form of supervision.
PTS assigned licences in the 800 MHz band through an auction via the
Internet that ended on 5 March 2011 following five days of bidding. The
aggregate amount for all licences sold was SEK 2,054,000,000. Six licences in
total were assigned to three bidders as follows:
Bidder

Number of Auction price
MHz
(SEK)

Hi3G Access AB

2 x 10

431,000,000

Net4Mobility HB

2 x 10

469,000,000

TeliaSonera Mobile
Networks AB

2 x 10

854,000,000

Amount for coverage
(SEK)

300,000,000

SEK 300 million comprises bids for coverage, and Net4Mobility must use this
money to implement a rollout to enable those permanent homes and
undertakings without broadband to receive this service.
Further information about the auction is available from PTS’s website,
www.pts.se
1.1

Licence conditions to protect terrestrial television

The technical conditions are based on the harmonised technical conditions
prescribed by Commission Decision 2010/267/EU. Licence conditions have
been formulated after weighing up the need of supplementary technical
conditions for protecting terrestrial television reception against the impact of
the conditions on opportunities to efficiently use frequencies in the
800 MHz band. The status of broadcasting has been prioritised under the
Electronic Communications Act (LEK), while a precondition for granting
licences is that the frequency use allowed is efficient. For the 800 MHz band,
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the stringent technical conditions that are generally applied, such as
requirements for polarisation and power that result in significant restrictions,
mean that the opportunities to create communication networks with good
coverage and high capacity are impaired. PTS has formulated the licence
conditions to ensure an appropriate balance is attained between these legal
requirements, as they facilitate local adaptations for improved compatibility
and adequately meet the various needs.
As a consequence of the enhanced protection for broadcasting, the technical
conditions have been supplemented with conditions requiring that no
interference is caused and also a commitment to remedy interference that
arises notwithstanding the prohibition.
The technical licence conditions are set to provide basic compatibility between
systems in the 800 MHz band and those under 790 MHz respectively.
The definition of ‘television interference’ contained in the licence conditions is
used to determine whether interference is television interference. The point of
departure is that measures shall be taken in those cases where television
interference, as defined by the licence conditions, has been found.
PTS has by analogy with the broadcaster’s transmission licence limited the
requirement to remedy television interference that arises to refer to the
permanent resident population.
1.1.1

Prohibition on causing interference to television reception

Under Chapter 3, Section 8 of LEK, terrestrial television reception in the
470-790 MHz frequency band may not be prevented. For this reason, licences
in the 800 MHz band shall be subject to a requirement that the licence holders
may not cause interference to television reception in the 470-790 MHz
frequency band (‘television interference’); see item 13 of Appendix A.
A definition of what constitutes ‘television interference’ can be found in the
licence conditions. In order to determine whether a household (permanent
resident population 2) is vulnerable to television interference, signal levels shall
be measured using a reference antenna ten metres above the ground at the
household affected.

2 ʿPermanent resident’ means that there are persons in household who are registered in the population
register at the address.
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1.1.2

Conditions concerning cooperation and remedying television
interference

The FDD1-FDD6 licences are also subject to a condition that corresponded to
the licence holder’s undertaking; see item 14 in Appendix A. This undertaking
entails a requirement for licence holders to establish and maintain cooperation
with other licence holders in the 800 MHz band to take appropriate measures
to remedy television interference that may arise when using the 800 MHz
band.
The undertaking to work together and remedy television interference
represents a precondition for being allowed to participate in the auction. This
undertaking was made in the application and constituted a licence condition
pursuant to Chapter 3, Section 11, item 8 of LEK.
Costs associated with cooperation, investigations and measures to remedy
television interference shall be paid for by the licence holders. The licence
holders in the 800 MHz band may agree between themselves on a reasonable
and fair division of costs for cooperation and investigations. All investigations
shall be free for television viewers, regardless of whether the source of the
interference lies with a licence holder or is of another kind. The licence holder
that has caused television interference shall pay for the measures taken to
remedy this interference.
1.1.2.1.

Establishing and maintaining cooperation

The condition means that the licence holders must establish and maintain
cooperation with other licence holders in the 800 MHz band. This cooperation
shall help television interference to be dealt with rapidly and efficiently.
The licence holders may determine the form of cooperation themselves, but it
is important that the measures guarantee a good level of service. The form of
cooperation must be established so that it facilitates rapid processing; i.e. the
source of the interference shall be identified promptly and the interference
investigated and remedied as soon as possible thereafter.
1.1.2.2.

Common point of contact and good accessibility

A common point of contact, with good accessibility is necessary for television
viewers who experience problems with their television reception so that
television interference can be remedied quickly. Television viewers shall be able
to make a report by phone and be able to talk to someone in person via the
common point of contact. It should not cost television viewers anything to
make a report.
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The licence holders themselves shall determine the form of cooperation for the
common point of contact. Examples of the usual forms for consumer contacts
include customer services and complementary web tools.
1.1.2.3.

Identifying, investigating and remedying television interference

The licence condition also entails a requirement to promptly identify the
licence holder that has caused the television interference and to investigate and
remedy television interference from the 800 MHz band found as soon as
possible thereafter.
When the television interference has been identified, the licence holder shall
disconnect the equipment causing the interference and this equipment should
remain disconnected until the television interference has been remedied.
There are several examples of how the licence holders can remedy television
interference. Filters on the television receivers may be one way and another
way may be to adapt and adjust the base stations by, for example, redeploying
and redirecting antennae.
The licence holders shall keep a register of the notification reports so that this
condition can be followed up effectively. PTS shall be able to gain access to the
register following a request to do so.
1.1.2.4.

Limitations in the condition

The obligation to remedy interference to television receivers encompasses the
permanent resident population. This restriction corresponds to the
transmission obligation contained in the broadcaster’s licence to broadcast
television.
This condition only covers interference according to the licence condition’s
definition of interference (‘television interference’).
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2

What has happened since the
assignment?

As mentioned above, the six licences available in the 800 MHz band were
assigned in March 2011. PTS is both the licence and supervisory authority. The
licence holders are thus responsible for satisfying PTS of compliance with their
licence conditions. As soon as the auction was held, PTS initiated the
supervision process through a dialogue meeting with licence holders and
interested parties, a request for supporting documents, followed by an order and
notification. PTS has also taken measurements at those consumers affected. The
following is a description of what has happened since assignment.
Date
March 2011

Activity
PTS organised the first meeting with licence holders on
23 March 2011. The purpose of the meeting was to have an initial
dialogue with licence holders about how licence conditions may
be followed up, radio supervision and the dissemination of
information. PTS also provided information about the authority
requesting information for checks. PTS also presented
information material that could form the basis of the
dissemination of information in various contexts, i.e. be packaged
in various ways and directed at different target groups with
respect to television interference issues.

May 2011

PTS requested information confidentially from licence holders for
checks on the licence conditions in May 2011. Licence holders
were given an opportunity to no later than 10 June 2011 report in
writing and verbally at a stakeholders meeting on how the
condition had been complied with (File ref. no. 11-5309).

May 2011

PTS organised the first stakeholders meeting on 6 May 2011. The
purpose of the meeting was to facilitate dialogue between 800
MHz licence holders and interested parties from the television
sector as regards the impact on terrestrial television reception.
Participants thus had an opportunity to exchange experience and
opinions regarding the issue. The stakeholders meeting was
attended by licence holders for the 800 MHz band, interested
parties from the television sector and the Swedish Telecom
Advisors.

June 2011

PTS organised a second stakeholders meeting on 10 June 2011.
The purpose of the meeting was first to afford licence holders an
opportunity to report on their responses to the request for
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information required by PTS and second to facilitate dialogue
between the 800 licence holders and interested parties from the
television sector.
October
2011

PTS took a measurement in Tjörn that demonstrated that the
signal levels measured showed that the interference was not
‘television interference’ according to the definition contained in
the licence conditions (File ref. 11-9482).

November
2011

PTS decided on 8 November 2011 to order licence holders to
provide information to check compliance with the conditions
(File ref. nos. 11-10016–10018).

December
2011

Responses to the orders resulted in PTS having grounds to
suspect certain inadequacies in the compliance with the
conditions. PTS therefore decided to notify TeliaSonera and
Hi3G about the unsatisfactory state of affairs on
14 December 2011 (File ref. nos. 11-10016–10017).

December
2011

The licence holders announced on 16 December 2011 that an
agreement had been concluded between licence holders in the 800
MHz band. The Swedish Telecom Advisors will be the point of
contact for any interference that may arise in conjunction with
rollout in the 800 MHz band. Consumers shall always first refer to
their operator if problems arise with their television subscriptions.
Swedish Telecom Advisors may endeavour to achieve a solution if
the matter is not remedied.

FebruaryMarch 2012

PTS took ten or so measurements in various parts of Sweden in
February and March 2012 (File ref. no. 12-5232). Section 2.3
provides a brief report of the results from these measurements.

April 2012

PTS requested information from licence holders for checks on
the licence conditions in the 800 MHz licences (File ref. no. 123438). Section 2.2 provides a brief summary of the information
derived from the enquiries.

May 2012

After measuring and analysing the results, PTS found no reason
to order rectification in the matters from December 2011 (File
ref. nos. 11-10016–10017). For this reason, the supervision
measures stopped at this round with the notifications given in
December 2011, and these matters were discontinued.
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2.1

Affected parties’ contacts with PTS

PTS has been contacted by consumers and television installation engineers on
33 occasions since September 2011 regarding 800 MHz interference to
television reception. Licences in the 800 MHz band are subject to a
requirement that licence holders may not cause interference to television
reception in the 470–790 MHz frequency band (television interference). The
licence holders shall take appropriate measures to remedy television
interference that may arise when using the 800 MHz band.
The following figure illustrates the different categories of problem reported in
conjunction with contacts with PTS. Most have not received information and
contact details for the licence holders’ common point of contact. PTS has
consequently referred these on to the appropriate point of contact. PTS has
also taken ten or so measurements; see Section 2.3.

The following is a diagram showing the number of contacts that consumers
and television installation engineers have made with PTS during the period
from September 2011 up to and including April 2012.
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The graph shows that the number of contacts with PTS was highest in
October 2011 followed by a smaller peak in February 2012.
2.2

Affected parties’ contacts with licence holders

PTS requested information from the licence holders for checks on the licence
conditions; see File ref. no. 12-3438. This information relates to the period
1 January to 30 March 2012.
It was shown from the material reported that the licence holders had been
contacted hundreds of times during the time period covered. The following
figure shows the distribution for the three months in question.

The following figure shows the time it takes from licence holders receiving a
notification until an 800 MHz filter is sent out to the party affected.
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2.3

Measurements taken by PTS

PTS took a measurement in Tjörn in October 2011. The results showed that
the interference was not ‘television interference’ according to the definition
contained in the licence conditions; see File ref. no. 11-9482 for further
information.
PTS took ten or so measurements of television reception at permanent homes
that had, among other things, contacted PTS owing to terrestrial television
interference. The following is a description of the implementation, cases of
interference and the results from the measurements.
2.3.1

Implementation

The measurements were taken using a directional antenna secured to a mast.
The mast, which is fitted to a measurement vehicle, is adjustable in the sense
that it can be raised and lowered within an interval of ten metres.
Measurements were taken by moving the vehicle along a stretch of 40
wavelengths 3 and measure at least 50 values along this stretch. 4 Measurements
were taken of the signal strength from both the television transmitter and the
800 MHz transmitter. Two frequencies per transmitter were chosen for
television reception, except in cases involving a slave transmitter when one
frequency was chosen. The signals from television transmitters were measured
3 Radio waves may be described as a sinusoidal wave. One wave length is the length that a radio wave
manages to travel during an oscillation; this distance varies according to the frequency of the radio wave.
The lower the frequency, the longer the stretch the wave will manage to travel prior to an oscillation. At
400 MHz, 40 wave lengths correspond to approximately 30 metres; at 800 MHz 40 wave lengths
correspond to approximately 15 metres.
4 Estimate of Local Average Power of a Mobile Radio Signal, William C.Y. Lee, IEE Trans. Veh. Tech.
Vol. VT-34, No. 1, Feb 1985
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using horizontal polarisation and the base stations for 800 MHz using vertical
polarisation. The same measurement antenna was used in both cases.
The equipment used during the measurements is shown below:
• Measurement vehicle with a mast that can be raised up to ten metres
above the ground
• Measurement antenna: Rohde & Schwarz Log Periodic measurement
antenna, HUF-Z3 (calibrated)
• Monitoring antenna for television reception: WISI - EE 06
• Measuring cable coaxial cable RG400 13 metres
• Spectrum analyser: ANRITSU MS2721B
• Spectrum analyser: Tektronix RSA6114A
• Measurement computer: PC
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2.3.2

Falsterbo

Location of television receiver: Detached house in Falsterbo
Location of television transmitter: Jägersro in Malmö, approximately 25 km
from the location of the television
receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Falsterbo water tower, approximately
560 metres from the location of the
television receiver
Consumer’s description of the problem
Television reception with analogue terrestrial television has been poor in the
area over the years. This has varied according to the weather conditions.
Reception started to improve when terrestrial digital television was introduced
until an 800 MHz transmitter was put into operation approximately 560 metres
from the affected dwelling. The television image was completely obliterated by
interference. The consumer received a bandpass filter (800 MHz filter) from
the licence holder, the intention of which was to reduce the signal strength
from the transmitter at frequencies of 791-862 MHz. The filter was fitted to
the aerial amplifier’s input port, which was located inside the property. The
filter resulted in a reduction in interference, but interference still arises
periodically.
PTS’s measurement
There was no interference when PTS was on site to take measurements.
However, the consumer showed a video of television pictures that had clear
pixel faults and freeze frames. The consumer was using a TV aerial with an
integrated aerial amplifier. The inbuilt amplifier is in all likelihood the cause of
the residual interference and for this reason it is impossible to eliminate the
interference using a filter.
In order to resolve the problem PTS recommended that the consumer replace
the aerial with one without an inbuilt amplifier.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, at the dwelling
affected.
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2.3.3

Bollnäs

Location of television receiver: Apartment block in Bollnäs
Location of television transmitter: Kyrkberget north-east of Bollnäs,
approximately 16 km from the location
of the television receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Hedenvägen, approximately
250 metres from the location of the
television receiver
Consumer’s description of the problem
Major interference started to occur with the central antenna system in the
apartment block. The property owner engaged a television installation engineer
who took measurements and suspected that the problem could be due to
transmissions in 800 MHz. A filter was fitted at the property owner’s own
expense. At the start, the licence holder was not willing to help as the
interference had occurred in a central antenna system. The filter reduced the
interference, but it did not disappear completely, for which reason PTS was
contacted.
Teracom was contacted and they sent technicians to the site. Following a
request, the licence holder turned off its transmitter, whereupon the
interference stopped. The licence holder came on site later and adjusted its 800
MHz transmitter. This measure resulted in the interference disappearing
completely. However, the adjacent property, which is owned by another
property company, still has interference according to the property owner.
PTS’s measurement
The equipment appears to have been installed correctly. The measurements
were taken at a cycle path approximately 30 metres from the television receiver
affected. The television transmitter was pointing in the direction of
330 degrees from the site of the mast and the 800 MHz transmitter was
pointing in the direction of 350 degrees.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, at the dwelling
affected.
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2.3.4

Arboga

Location of television receiver: Three apartment blocks on the same street
in Arboga
Location of television transmitter: Lillhärad in Västerås, approximately
42 km from the location of the television
receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Nygatan, approximately 300 metres
from the location of the television
receiver
Consumer’s description of the problem
A television installation engineer observed that there was interference with a
central antenna system in three apartment blocks owing to 800 MHz
transmissions in October 2011. The licence holder was contacted, but was
unwilling to help as it involved a central antenna system. The television
installation engineer resolved the problem by fitting an 800 MHz filter in front
of the aerial amplifier at each building. The television installation engineer
received help from CANT, 5 which fitted the filter and took measurements on
site. When the television installation engineer contacted the licence holder
about wanting to get an 800 MHz filter, the response that he received was they
only sent filters to individual residential properties and not to apartment
blocks. However, residents at one of the apartment blocks succeeded in
persuading the licence holder to send out an 800 MHz filter.
PTS’s measurement
Measurements for the television transmitter and the 800 MHz transmitter were
taken at a turning space in the vicinity of the apartment block. Both
transmitters were facing the same direction.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, at the dwelling
affected.

5

Centrala Antennföreningen (Swedish Association of Antenna and Cable TV Suppliers – CANT)
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2.3.5

Gislövs Läge

Location of television receiver: Detached house at Gislövs Läge
Location of television transmitter: Gylle in Trelleborg, approximately 5 km
from the location of the television
receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Old water tower in Trelleborg,
approximately 5.5 km from the
location of the television receiver
Consumer’s description of the problem
Television reception at the residential property started to deteriorate from
27 December 2011. The television picture has for the most part been
completely ‘black’. There have been elements of interference during the short
periods when there were pictures. The consumer sought help from a television
installation engineer who fitted an 800 MHz filter, which resulted in an
improvement to the pictures. The interference returned after a short while.
The filter, which had been fitted inside, transpired to be faulty. The consumer
sought further help from a television installation engineer who fitted the filter
on the external mast pipe in front of the amplifier. This measure did not
resolve the problem.
When the consumer checked the television reception a day or so before PTS’s
planned visit, the inference had stopped.
PTS’s measurement
Measurements were taken from a turning space approximately 30 metres from
the property affected. The television transmitter was pointing in a direction of
approximately 330 degrees from the site of the mast and the 800 transmitter.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, at the dwelling
affected.
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2.3.6

Hässleholm

Location of television receiver: Detached house in Hässleholm
Location of television transmitter: Hörby transmitter, approximately 40 km
from the location of the television
receiver
Mörrum transmitter, approximately
60 km from the location of the television
receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Bällebacken, approximately
750 metres from the location of the
television receiver
Consumer’s description of the problem
A television installation engineer was contacted when the interference started.
The television installation engineer was unaware of transmissions in the
800 MHz band that had started in Hässleholm. He resolved the problem by
changing the direction of the TV aerial. To start with the TV aerial was facing
south towards the Hörby transmitter. An 800 MHz transmitter had been
placed in the same direction on a mast approximately 750 metres from the
property with the affected television receiver. The level from the television
transmitter from the Mörrum transmitter is significantly lower, but reception
was adequate when the TV aerial was redirected, and the consumer once again
had a television picture that was free from interference.
PTS’s measurement
The signal from the 800 MHz transmitter and television transmitters at Hörby
and Mörrum was measured at an open site approximately 25 metres from the
property.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, at the dwelling
affected.
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2.3.7

Skene

Location of television receiver: Detached house in Skene
Location of television transmitter: Nycklarberget, approximately 200 metres
from the location of the television
receiver
Dalsjöfors outside Borås, approximately
35 km from the location of the television
receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Nycklarberget, approximately
200 metres from the location of the
television receiver
Consumer’s description of the problem
The TV aerial is facing the same direction as the 800 MHz transmitter. A
television installation engineer was contacted, who installed an 800 MHz filter
in front of the aerial amplifier which reduces the 800 MHz signal. The filter
helped, but the interference was still being experienced, largely during the
evenings.
PTS’s measurement
The measurement was taken on a street approximately 25 metres from the
property. The measurement was taken both for the television transmitters and
also the 800 MHz transmitter. The television signals from Nycklarberget
produced a signal strength that was higher than the signals from the Borås
transmitter.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, at the dwelling
affected.
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2.3.8

Kinna

Location of television receiver: Residential district of Kinna
Location of television transmitter: Dalsjöfors in Borås, approximately
30 km from the location of the television
receiver
Kinnaström telecom mast in Kinna
(slave transmitter), approximately
400 metres from the location of the
television receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Kinnaström telecom mast in Kinna,
approximately 400 metres from the
location of the television receiver
Consumer’s description of the problem
According to a television installation engineer, several complaints about
interference to terrestrial television reception have been reported throughout
the residential area. No particular site or case has been specified.
PTS’s measurement
Signals were measured from an 800-MHz transmitter, television transmitters
and slave transmitter. The site of the measurements is surrounded by forests.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for both
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, in the area affected.
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2.3.9

Skärhamn

Location of television receiver: Detached house in Skärhamn
Location of television transmitter: Brudaremossen in Gothenburg,
approximately 45 km from the location
of the television receiver
Herrestad in Uddevallas, approximately
45 km from the location of the television
receiver
Kyrkesund (slave transmitter),
approximately 3.5 km from the location
of the television receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Skärhamn’s telecom mast in Kinna,
approximately 200 metres from the
location of the television receiver.
Consumer’s description of the problem
The consumer’s television receiver was affected by interference in the form of
pixelated pictures, which varied over time and could have been due to the
weather. The residential properties had several television receivers, but one of
these was affected by the interference more than the others.
The Swedish Telecom Advisors were contacted when interference arose and
they sent out an 800 MHz filter. The filter, which was fitted in front of the
television receiver’s antenna input port, did not remedy the interference
problem. The antenna equipment comprised a combi antenna with amplifier
which was fitted to the mast pipe under the antenna.
PTS’s measurement
Measurements were taken on a street outside the property affected for all of
the television transmitters as well as the 800 MHz transmitter. The level from
the Uddevallas transmitter, which faces the same direction as the 800 MHz
transmitter, was higher than the signal from the transmitter in Brudaremossen.
The slave transmitter in Kyrkesund had the highest field strength.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, at the dwelling
affected.
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2.3.10

Sandviken

Location of television receiver: Residential district in Sandviken
Location of television transmitter: Skogmur outside Gävle, approximately
20 km from the location of the television
receiver
Location of the 800 MHz transmitter: Water tower at Björnhagsparken,
approximately 400 metres from the
location of the television receiver
PTS’s measurement
PTS also chose to take comparative measurements at Sandviken in order to
understand the situation at a site where there had been no complaints. The
situation in this case is similar to some of the previous measurements, i.e. the
800 MHz transmitter is facing the same direction as the television transmitter,
which is located quite close to the 800 MHz transmitter.
The field strength of the television transmitter was relatively strong throughout
the area being measured, unlike previous cases where the field strength from
the television transmitter was relatively low.
The measurements showed that the criteria for television reception according
to the licence condition in the 800 MHz band have been met for all
transmitters. Results from the measurement showed that there was no
television interference, according to the licence condition, in the area affected.
2.3.11

Conclusions from measurements

Observations

It can be noted from the measurements taken by PTS that the interference that
arose in most cases was at places where the site of the receiver faced the same
direction as the television transmitter. The 800 MHz transmitter was located
quite close to the site of the receiver. The measurements taken by PTS could
not prove that the signal levels from the 800 MHz transmitters exceed the
levels of television interference shown by the licence conditions in the
800 MHz band.
In general it may be said that consumers did not appear to receive sufficient
instructions about how they should connect the 800 MHz filters distributed by
the licence holders. In some of the cases, the filter had been installed
incorrectly. This often happens when the residential customer’s equipment
includes one or more aerial amplifiers. Aerial amplifiers generally appear to be
easier to over modulate than television receivers. The filter has been ruined on
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a few occasions when it had been fitted between an amplifier and a television
receiver. If clear instructions had come with the filter, none of the abovementioned problems would probably have arisen or would have been resolved
more quickly.
Factors not considered by PTS

During the measurements, PTS has not conducted verifications with any of its
own television receivers or TV aerials in order to establish how a reference
installation behaves.
Some of the residential customers stated that television reception is only poor
in the evenings. This may be due to the fact broadband transmitters are heavily
loaded during the evenings; the higher the loading in the network, the higher
the output capacity from the base station. It is thus likely that the impact on
the base station is greater when the loading increases, e.g. during the evenings.
Summary of the measurements

PTS took ten or so measurements, first to get a picture of the reasons for the
report notifications from the general public concerning television reception,
and second to acquire supporting documents in the continued supervision
work for the licence conditions. The authority has been unable to establish that
the 800 MHz transmitters have caused television interference according to with
the definition contained in the 800 MHz licence conditions. Some interference
has been due to inadequacies in their own television reception equipment. In
some cases, there was still interference to television reception despite measures
having been taken.
Most of those who contacted PTS consider that the information provided was
generally inadequate and also that it was difficult to get help.

Appendix A: licence conditions etc. for PTS decision to
assign licenses (file ref. 10-10534)
Technical conditions

1. The Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) method shall be used. Radio
transmitters the use the 791–821 MHz frequency space (referred to below
as ‘base station transmitters’ and ‘repeaters’) shall transmit in a downlink
direction. Radio transmitters that use the 832–862 MHz frequency space
(referred to below as ‘terminals’) shall transmit in an uplink direction.
2. The following applies within the frequency block for which the licence
holder has a licence. Radiated power from a base station transmitter and
repeater in the downlink direction must not exceed 64 dBm/5 MHz EIRP1
in the direction the effective antenna height2 is less than 50 m, or 67 dBm/5
MHz EIRP in the direction the effective antenna height is 50 m or above.
See also item 3 for licence holders that have a licence for the FDD1
frequency block and licence holders that have a licence for the FDD2
frequency block.
3. As regards licence holders with a licence for the FDD1 frequency block and
as regards licence holders with a licence for the FDD2 frequency block, the
following applies in Channel 60 areas3 within the frequency block for which
the licence holder has a licence.
Radiated power from a base station transmitter and repeater in the
downlink direction must not exceed 56 dBm/5 MHz EIRP. However, for
an antennae installation where vertical polarization is exclusively used, the
radiated power from a base station transmitter and repeater in the downlink
direction may amount to 64 dBm/5 MHz EIRP in the direction the
effective antenna height is lower than 50 m, or 67 dBm/5 MHz EIRP in
the direction the effective antenna height is 50 m or above.

1

EIRP stands for Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power.
Effective antenna height is calculated as the antenna height over the average level of the ground, where
the average level of the ground indicates the average altitude in a direction 0 to 3 km from the antenna.
3 Channel 60 areas are the geographical areas where the 782–790 MHz frequency space is being used or
has been planned for terrestrial television. The Channel 60 areas are listed in Appendix B.
2

4. In the 790–791 MHz frequency band, radiated power from a base station
transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction must not exceed
17.4 dBm/1 MHz EIRP.4
5. In the 791-821 MHz frequency band, radiated power from a base station
transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction outside those frequency
blocks for which the licence holder has a licence must not exceed the values
stated in the table in a 0–10 MHz frequency space.
Frequency difference to block
limit (|∆F|) in MHz

Maximum radiated power (EIRP)4

0<|ΔF|<5

+22 dBm/5MHz

5<|ΔF|<10

+18 dBm/5MHz

|∆F| = 0 corresponds to the upper and lower limits for the frequency
block assigned for transmissions from a base station or repeater
6. In the 791–821 MHz frequency band, radiated power from a base station
transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction outside the frequency
blocks for which the licence holder has a licence must not exceed
11 dBm/1 MHz EIRP in a frequency space of more than 10 MHz.4
7. In the 821–832 MHz frequency band, radiated power from a base station
transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction must not exceed
15 dBm/1 MHz EIRP.4
8. In the 832–862 frequency band, radiated power from a base station
transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction must not exceed 49.5 dBm/5 MHz EIRP.
9. In the 470–782 MHz frequency band throughout Sweden together with
782–790 MHz, radiated power from a base station transmitter and repeater
in the downlink direction in Channel 60 areas must not exceed the values
stated in the table.

The levels for radiated power apply per antenna for between one and four antennae. This means that a
system with several antennae (e.g. a MIMO system) may generate aggregate radiated power that exceeds
the limit per antenna.
4

The base station’s radiated
power (P) (EIRP) in its own
frequency block

Maximum radiated power (EIRP) in the 470–
782 MHz frequency band throughout Sweden
and 782–790 MHz in Channel 60 areas

P  59 dBm/10MHz

0 dBm/8 MHz

36  P < 59 dBm/10 MHz

(P-59) dBm/8 MHz

P < 36 dBm/10 MHz

-23 dBm/8 MHz

10. In the 782–790 MHz frequency band, radiated power from a base station
transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction must not exceed
22 dBm/8 MHz EIRP in geographical areas other than Channel 60 areas.
11. The licence holders’ installations of terminals outside urban areas5 may
transmit at a higher average power than 23 dBm.6 A precondition for this
use is that no interference is caused to other radio use and that applicable
obligations in relation to other countries have been satisfied.
12. The licence holder may deviate from the technical conditions contained in
clauses 5, 6 and 8 above provided that other the licence holders affected
approve such deviations.
Prohibition against causing interference and measures to
remedy interference to television receivers

13. The licence holder must not cause television interference to terrestrial
television reception in the 470–790 MHz frequency band for the permanent
resident population. 7

An ‘urban area’ means an area with more than 200 inhabitants and where there is less than 200 metres
between houses in accordance with the definition of ‘urban area’ used by Statistics Sweden.
6 This power limit is specified as EIRP for terminals that are designed to be fixed or installed and as TRP
for terminals that are designed to be mobile or nomadic. EIRP and TRP are equivalent for isotropic
antennae. This value is subject to a tolerance of up to +2 dB, to take account of operation under extreme
environmental conditions and production spread.
7 ‘Permanent resident’ means that there are people in the household who are registered at the address in
the population register.
5

Television interference means that:
 The signal level8 from the base station within the frequency
block in question (dBm/5 MHz) exceeds the signal level from
television broadcasting service transmitters within the television
channels affected (dBm/8 MHz) by more than the signal level
difference (dB) given in Table 1.


When measuring the signal level from the base station within
the frequency block in question (dBm/5 MHz), it exceeds the
levels given in Table 2 where the respective television channel is
used.

The signal levels shall be measured9 using a reference antenna ten metres
above the ground – in applicable conditions – at the household affected. A
starting point for the reference antenna is a directional antenna with an
antenna gain of 12 dBd and a lossless cable. The reference antenna shall use
the polarisation used for television broadcasts. Properties for directivity
discrimination shall be based on ITU-R Recommendation BT.419. The
measurement shall be made in the direction where the required television
signal is strongest.
The prohibition against causing television disruption only applies if the field
strength from the television broadcasting service transmitter’s signal within
the television channels affected exceeds 44 + 20 log10 (f/500) dBuV/m/8
MHz (‘f’ is a centre frequency [MHz] in the respective television channel).
FDD1

FDD2

FDD3

FDD4

FDD5

FDD6

TV channel/
frequency block

791–796
MHz

796–801
MHz

801–806
MHz

806–811
MHz

811–816
MHz

816–821
MHz

60
782–790 MHz

30

30

37

37

37

37

59
774–782 MHz

37

37

37

37

47

47

58
766–774 MHz

37

37

47

47

47

47

Signal level = Voltage above 50 ohm measured at the reference antenna’s feed point
The method of measurement will be determined by PTS in collaboration with the interested parties
affected.
8
9

21–57
470–766 MHz

47

47

47

47

47

47

Table 1: Signal level difference (dB) for each frequency block and for each television
channel

FDD1

FDD2

FDD3

FDD4

FDD5

FDD6

TV channel/
frequency block

791–796
MHz

796–801
MHz

801–806
MHz

806–811
MHz

811–816
MHz

816–821
MHz

60
782–790 MHz

-5

-5

0

0

0

0

59
774–782 MHz

0

0

0

0

0

0

58
766–774 MHz

0

0

0

0

0

0

21–57
470–766 MHz

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 2: Upper limit for signal level (dBm/5 MHz) for each frequency block and for each
television channel

14. The licence holder shall help to:
-

immediately establish cooperation between the licence holders in the
800 MHz band, with a view to coordinating measures to remedy
interference (according to the definition of television interference
contained in item 13) for terrestrial television reception in the 470–790
MHz frequency band for the permanent resident population,

-

ensure that cooperation between the licence holders immediately offers
a common point of contact with good accessibility, at least via
telephone, where television viewers whose television reception is
affected by use in the 800 MHz band can make a report,

-

keep a register of reports received,

-

promptly identify the licence holder causing television interference in
the 470-790 MHz frequency band, and

-

as soon as possible thereafter, arrange an investigation at no charge and,
in the event that the source of the interference is attributable to the
licence holder, remedy the television interference shown in an
appropriate way and at no charge, and

-

immediately disconnect the radio transmitters causing the interference
until the television interference has been remedied.

Coordination

15. The licence holder shall coordinate with and obtain the consent of the
National Defence Radio Establishment when locating base station
equipment, in conjunction with rolling out the communication network in
the proximity of National Defence Radio Establishment installations within
the Municipalities of Ekerö, Gotland, Karlskrona, Kungsbacka,
Simrishamn, Vellinge and Ystad.
16. The licence holder shall comply with the applicable provisions of
coordination agreements applicable from time to time that Sweden has
concluded with other States.
17. The licence holder has priority regarding the assigned frequencies, but there
may be cases where radio equipment with dynamic spectrum access is used
by another party.
Requirement on coverage and rollout (only applies to
FDD6)

18. The licence holder shall cover all permanent homes and fixed places of
business that do not have data communications services with a particular
bit rate identified by PTS, though no more than a rollout cost of
300 000 000 Swedish kronor (excluding value added tax) plus an annual
adjustment for inflation.10
19. ‘Coverage’ means:

10

The part of the licence holder’s bid in coverage that remains each year, after deducting the licence
holder’s annual rollout costs, shall be adjusted upwards with inflation. The adjustment shall be made from
and including 31 January 2013 and the annual average figure for the Consumer Price Index (CPI) shall be
used as a measure of inflation.

(i)

an appropriate and cost-effective rollout in accordance with the
provisions of PTS’s guidelines for appropriate and cost-effective
rollout, and

(ii)

that an end user gains access to data communications services in
at least one room in the permanent home or at the fixed place of
business so that the end user can receive services with a bit rate of
1 Mbps, or a higher applicable data rate for functional access to
the Internet where the home or place of business has been
identified.

‘A bit rate of 1 Mbps’ in item (ii) above means:




that the bit rate amounts to at least 1 Mbps at some point in
time in a day,
that the average rate amounts to at least 750 kbps in a day, and
that the average rate for four consecutive hours when the speed
is at its lowest amounts to at least 500 kbps.

20. Coverage shall be provided within the following timeframes:
(i)

the licence holder shall cover through rollout at least
twenty-five (25) per cent of the permanent homes and fixed
places of business on the list no later than 31 December
2012. PTS shall send this list to the licence holder no later
than 31 December 2011;

(ii)

the licence holder shall cover through rollout at least
seventy-five (75) per cent of the permanent homes and fixed
places of business on the list no later than 31 December
2013. PTS shall send this list to the licence holder no later
than by January 2013, and;

(iii)

from and including 2014 and beyond, the licence holder
shall cover through rollout all of the permanent homes and
fixed places of business on the list no later than by
31 December of each year. PTS shall send this list to the
licence holder no later than by January of the same year.

Rollout shall continue until the rollout cost amounts to the amount stated
in item 18.

21. For the 250 homes and places of business that are most costly to cover
through rollout, the licence holder may take into account coverage provided
by using infrastructure in the 450 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz, 2.1 GHz, 2.6
GHz or 3.4–3.8 GHz frequency bands where the licence holder itself has a
licence or by using infrastructure based on a different technology to radio,
if such rollout is clearly less costly than a rollout in the 800 MHz band. For
the 20 most expensive homes and places of business, the licence holder
may also take into account coverage provided by using satellite solutions if
such rollout is clearly less costly.
PTS guidelines for appropriate and cost-effective rollout

By ‘appropriate and cost-effective rollout’ PTS means a rollout at justified and
reasonable costs aimed to cover (in accordance with PTS’s definition of
coverage, item 19 (ii)) only those permanent homes and fixed places of business
identified by PTS during the term of the licence. This only means additional
costs. 11 The cost of covering a permanent home or fixed place of business may
only be counted once during the rollout (except in those cases where PTS reidentifies homes or places of business on account of the level for functional
access to the Internet having been raised).
An appropriate and cost-effective rollout covers the following costs:


11

Cost of infrastructure for the transmitter location
Cost of infrastructure in radio equipment and other facilities required
to provide coverage according to the requirement on coverage and
rollout. This includes the cost of
roads up to the site where the radio base station is to be installed
if none exists and this is required,
the radio base station,
the building or the space where the radio base station is located;
climate control required for the equipment to function as
intended,
the support systems required for the installation to function
generally, e.g. power, masts for attaching radio antennae,
foundations for the building and masts, radio antennae, cables,
radio waveguides, etc. required to satisfy the technical
specifications that apply to radio coverage within these areas,
installation and commissioning, and
work directly linked to the construction of infrastructure at the
transmitter location, e.g. excavation.

Separable costs



Cost of infrastructure at the end user
Cost of equipment at the end user required to provide coverage in
accordance with the requirement on coverage and rollout. This
includes the cost of
directional antennae and cables,
work directly linked to the installation of infrastructure at the
end user, e.g. for erection, laying cables and installation of end
user equipment.



Cost of infrastructure from a transmitter location to nodes in an
existing network
Cost of infrastructure between infrastructure at the transmitter site (see
above) and nodes in the licence holder’s other electronic
communications networks for contact and communication between
these parts of the electronic communications networks, which is
required to provide coverage according to the requirement on coverage
and rollout. This includes the cost of
solutions with radio link equipment or other transmission
equipment,
additional masts with associated installations or other
investments in equipment and services that are necessary,
installation and commissioning, and
work directly linked to the construction of infrastructure from
the transmitter location to nodes in existing networks.



Other infrastructure costs in the part of the communications network
constructed purely to satisfy the requirement on coverage and rollout,
and required so that the licence holder can satisfy this condition.

A cost-effective and appropriate rollout does not include the following
costs:

Ongoing costs for, among other things, the operation, maintenance
and repair of infrastructure or reinvestments.


The cost of measures made after commissioning the network to, e.g.
increase its functionality and/or increase capacity in the network
(‘upgrades’) (except in those cases where PTS re-identifies homes or
places of business on account of the level for functional access to the
Internet having been raised).



The cost of covering homes or places of business that previously had
access to data communications services with a bit rate of 1 Mbps (or a
higher applicable data rate for functional access to the Internet) via the
licence holder, but which was lost.



Organisational and administrative costs, such as, for example, the cost
of cell planning and site surveys.



Joint costs12

Information

A party running operations under the Electronic Communications Act is liable
to, on request, provide PTS with the information and documents required to
supervise the conditions laid down pursuant to the Act. In the course of
supervising the requirement on coverage and rollout in the FDD6 licence, PTS
will request information and documentation from the licence holder annually
concerning
(i)
the permanent homes and fixed places of business that have and
shall receive coverage during the year in question, which shall be
delivered to PTS no later than by 1 December of the same year, and
(ii)
the licence holder’s costs for covering each of the permanent homes
and the fixed places of business that have received coverage during
the year in question, which shall be delivered to PTS no later than
by 31 January of the following year.
The licence conditions may be changed considering future changes to radio
technology or changes in radio use on account of international agreements to
which Sweden has acceded or provisions adopted pursuant to the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union.
It follows from Section 5 of the Swedish Post and Telecom Agency Regulations
(PTS Code of Statutes – PTSFS 2010:8) concerning exemptions from licence
obligations for certain radio transmitters that exemptions from the licence
obligation apply to radio transmitters that use UWB (Ultra Wideband)
technology. In the 0 - 1600 MHz frequency space, this type of radio
transmitter may emit a maximum average power density of
EIRP -90 dBm/MHz and a peak power density of -50 dBm/50 MHz EIRP. If
this type of radio transmitter reaches a large market, it may consequently be
projected that the level of interference in the 800 MHz frequency ban will
increase.

12

Common costs

Illustrations

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate, as examples, conditions 1-8 for licence holders that
have a licence for the FDD1 frequency block together with a licence for the
FDD2 frequency block (figure 1) or that only have a licence for the FDD6
frequency block (figure 2). Conditions for radiated power outside the licence
holder’s own frequency block in the 790-832 MHz frequency band apply for
each antenna for between one and four antennae, while conditions for radiated
power within the licence holder’s own frequency block and also in the uplink
band apply to aggregate radiated power from a base station transmitter and
repeater in the downlink direction.
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Figure 1: Illustration of conditions for maximum permitted radiated power (EIRP) in
790–862 MHz from a base station transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction for
licence holders with FDD1 and FDD2 licences
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Figure 2: Illustration of conditions for maximum permitted radiated power (EIRP) in 790–
862 MHz from a base station transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction for a
licence holder with an FDD6 licence

Illustrations of conditions 9 and 10 for all licence holders are shown below in
Figures 3 and 4. The conditions for radiated power outside the licence holder’s
own frequency block in the 470-790 MHz frequency band apply to aggregate
radiated power from a base station transmitter and repeater in the downlink
direction. Level A in the figures is maximum radiated power (EIRP) in the 470–
782 MHz frequency band, and 782–790 MHz in Channel 60 areas according to
the licence condition in item 9 above.
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Figure 3: Illustration of conditions for maximum permitted radiated power (EIRP) in
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470–791 MHz from a base station transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction in
Channel 60 areas
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Figure 4: Illustration of conditions for maximum permitted radiated power (EIRP) in
470–791 MHz from a base station transmitter and repeater in the downlink direction in
geographical areas other than Channel 60 area.
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